Students might not have a lot of cash, but they do have valuable skills.
52% Internships cancelled this summer

Students need support now more than ever.

*Source: Glassdoor*
Startups and other buyers still need to connect and find help, even from home.
Typography Design

Jessica
4.92★  @ MIT

$40/hr  Illustrator  Photoshop
After Effects  Branding

I offer hourly services in typography design. I will create typefaces and graphics that speak to your brand vision!

Qualifications
BS Art and Design Pratt  MIT CS Grad Student
6 years freelancing  Pentagram internship
Provider

Jessica

Qualifications
- BS Art and Design Pratt
- MIT CS Grad Student
- 6 years freelancing
- Pentagram Internship

Trending Gigs for Jessica
- Graphic Design +57 New Requests
- Web Design +41 New Requests
- UI/UX Design +38 New Requests
- Wireframes +22 New Requests
- Brand Design +18 New Requests
- UX Writing +16 New Requests
- Illustration +16 New Requests

132 More
Jessica completed Chris’s gig.

Chris paid Jessica.

$360
Received

Say thanks  Rate buyer
Browse

Book

Connect
Every Student Has a Superpower

Technology

Tutoring

Recreation
Value for Students

- Share skills you already have
- Make money quickly
- Expand your network
Value for Buyers

- Quick Access
- Verified University Students
- High Quality Services
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Survey of Boston students:

80% Students willing to spend time sharing skills to get paid
A Focus on Students

340K University Students in Boston*

*Source: City Lab, CIHE, NEASC.org
A Focus on Students

20M
University Students in the US*

340K
University Students in Boston*

*Source: City Lab, CIHE, NEASC.org
A Focus on Students

200 M+
University Students worldwide*

340 K
University Students in Boston*

20 M
University Students in the US*

*Source: City Lab, CIHE, NEASC.org
Primary Revenue Driver

15% Transaction fee
Co-Founders

Jeremy Bilotti  
SMArchS Design Computation Group, MIT SA+P  
Dual Degree, MS Computer Science, MIT EECS

Daniel Acheampong  
Dual Degree MPA Candidate, Harvard Kennedy School  
MBA Candidate, Wharton School of Business

David Rosenwasser  
Master of Design Studies in Technology, Harvard GSD  
President & Founder, D ROSE MOD, Inc.
Finished MIT DesignX Accelerator.

Dozens of **Beta testers** signing up each week.

**Beta** testing at Harvard and MIT.

Gather data; iterate.
6 months

Gather data; iterate.

Pre-seed funding; grow development and marketing team; expand to Boston.

1 year

Seed funding; scale to top 10 cities; 100K transactions.

3 years

1M transactions.
Exclusive Beta access  mygoodstuff.us
Connect  contact@mygoodstuff.us
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